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It is with great pride and pleasure that we forward to you the first Newsletter of 
our new firm Freedman & Gopalan Solicitors. The new firm was established at 
the end of June 2013 and all our previous staff have joined with us in this new 
and exciting enterprise. 

It is our ambition to continue to provide our existing and new clients with 
intelligent, prompt, efficient and commercial advice and service. We look forward 
to speaking with you in relation to any legal matter and invite you to contact us 
at anytime. We also invite you to refer your friends and colleagues to us, if you 
believe we may be of assistance to them. 

It is difficult to believe that we are more than half way through the 2013 year. An 
Election is approaching and aspects of the economy are still uncertain. No doubt 
many of our business clients are preparing for the end of year expenses and 
commitments. If we can help you recover outstanding debts, please feel free 
to take advantage of our free letter of demand service. Simply refer to this 
Newsletter and contact our offices. 

We wish all of our client’s good health and success in their endeavours.

Harry Freedman, Mittu Gopalan and the Team at F&G
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kATHy kNEz

“

Our team help real people, just like you.



My BIGGEST 
ACHIEvEMENT IN 
THE LAST THREE 
MONTHS IS...
HAS BEEN TO 
START EATING 
HEALTHy AND 
wORkING 
TOwARDS 
GETTING My P 
PLATE SOON.”

JOANNA THOMSON

Important name change

As of 15 August 2013, the Insolvency and Trustee Service of Australia (ITSA) 
has changed its name to Australian Financial Security Authority (AFSA). 
kindly note that whilst there is a new web address being www.afsa.gov.au, 
the old site,www.itsa.gov.au and www.ppsi.gov.au, will continue to operate. 
Major changes involves:

1.  Financial advice relating to Bankruptcy and its alternatives will increasingly fall on 
financial counsellors and the private trustee. AFSA will have less and less to do 
with the actual administration of the assets and the people using the AFSA to act 
as Trustees may find themselves dealing with someone completely different.

2.  More changes are to be expected in relation to the operations and activities of 
AFSA and possibly the Bankruptcy Act itself.

The changing dynamics and structures of the family 
unit and the increase in multiple spouses and domestic 
partners has led to changes in the Succession 
Amendment (Intestacy) Act 2009 (“the Act”) which deals 
with the distribution of a deceased persons assets in 
circumstances where there is no will. 

The change to the Act which took effect on 1 March 

2010 reflects some of the challenges that the court is 

required to face in working out who gets what share of the 

deceased’s estate.

Take the example of multiple spouses… In order to portray 

an idea of how this may work practically, we provided the 

following scenarios.

A.  The deceased met a partner who pays significant money 

on the deceased’s behalf towards the deceased’s assets; 

B.  The deceased met and married a woman, they separated 

and had a child with no family law property settlement; and 

C.  Another woman assisted with the care of the deceased 

and as a result of promises made, moved in with the 

deceased and sold all her assets.

You can imagine the dilemma that the court will face in order to 

work out who is entitled to the deceased’s estate. 

How the court works through this dilemma 

Division 3 of the Act deals with multiple spouses and in 

particular sections 122 to 126.

Section 124 refers to the spouse’s entitlement where an issue 

(child, grandchild etc) are not issue of a surviving spouse.

In the event that the deceased leaves more than one spouse 

and children that are not from any one of the spouses, this is 

the way in which the court will deal with the Estate.

(a)  The spouses will share in the deceased’s personal effects 
in accordance with this Division;

(b)  Each spouse is entitled to a share of the statutory legacy 
(which is calculated using a formula contained in section 
106) that is the minimum that the spouse will be entitled to;

(c)  The spouses are entitled to share one-half of the remainder 
(if any) of the Estate.

Section 125 deals with sharing between spouses and the 
instrument by which this can be achieved.

The section suggests,

1.  In accordance with a written agreement (which is called a 
Distribution Agreement);

2. In accordance with a court order; or

3. If several conditions are met in equal shares. 

When reading this section, the first issue that arises is how in 
the circumstances, which is usually fraught with conflict and 
acrimony between the spouses you can possibly achieve a 
settlement by way of written agreement? A question to be 
determined when the Act is applied in the coming years. 

Section 126 refers to applications to the court to affect the 
distribution by way of Distribution Orders.

You can see that the above scenario will give the court some 
difficulties in determining which of each of the spouses is entitled.

The mechanism enacted by parliament aims to assist however 
its utility is to be determined. 

There is also another alternative to seek Family Provision orders, 
which may be a way around the problem. Only time will tell. 

If you are experiencing any of the above issues or wish 
to seek advice in relation to the above, please contact 
Freedman & Gopalan Solicitors for further information.

The law says multiple spouses – be wary
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Do you hold a belief that no matter what you post on social 
media (whether Linkedin or Facebook) that it would be a private 
matter and will not concern your employer? You might be of 
that belief, however, the Fair Work Commission has upheld an 
architectural companies position to dismiss an employee after 
it was found that he had attempted to approach his employer’s 
clients through the social media’s network, Linkedin (so that he 
could promote and expand his own business).

Commissioner Deegan in the matter of Bradford Pedley  v  IPMS 
Pty Ltd t/as Peckvonhartel (2013) FWC 4282 looked into the issued 
when an employee was pursuing, out of work activities, which were 
against employees duties to his employer. There, Mr Pedley had 
commenced employment with IPMS Pty Ltd as a Senior Interior 
Designer. He had notified his employer at that stage that he wished 
to continue to carry out his private design work in his own time. 
However, he subsequently proceeded to send a group email to a 
number of his connections on Linkedin and in that email explained 
to his connections that ‘You get the operators prior big business 
experience at small business rates’ when he continued to be 
employed by IPMS Pty Ltd. His employer was notified of this email 
by one of his clients and he was subsequently dismissed.

Clause 2.8 of Mr Pedley’s employment contract with IPMS 
Pty Ltd specifically stated that he ‘must not undertake any 
appointment or position or work or advise or provide services, 
or to be engaged or associated with any business or activity that 
results in business or activity competing with us, or adversely 
affects us or our reputation, or hinders a performance of your 
duties’. Hence, Mr Pedley was required to act honestly and in a 
manner consistent with his employment at all times.

Though Mr Pedley proceeded to lodge an Unfair Dismissals 
Claim with the Fair Work Commission alleging that his business 
dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable, his employer was 
successful with their submission by stating that Mr Pedley’s 
conduct was a clear breach of Clause 2.8 of his contract and 
that it had destroyed unnecessary confidence between Mr 
Pedley and his employer and impeded any faithful performance 
of his obligations after a clear conflict had taken place between 
Mr Pedley’s interests and his duty to his employer.

Commissioner Deegan proceeded to confirm that the Linkdin 
email went beyond what the employer had permitted to 
do during an employment period. Mr Pedley had owed an 
obligation to his employer to faithfully promote his employers 
interests. Accordingly, it was held that there was a valid reason 
to terminate the employment contract.

Most of us hold the mistaken belief that no matter what you 
post on social media, it is always a private matter and that not 
that of his/her employer. However, be warned that there are 
circumstances where such postings can be challenged especially 
where an employee has breached their duty to their employer.

Hence, with the current e-generation taking over, it is becoming 
more and more alarming that social media platforms such as 
Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter is turning out to be the platform that 
raises such issues more frequently in the future.

If ever you are faced with any such social media related 
legal issues, please do not hesitate to contact Freedman 
& Gopalan Solicitors on 02 8917 8700 or visit our website 
on www.freedmangopalanlegal.com.au.
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I AM IN A vERy PRIvILEGED POSITION OF 
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PETER APPLEBAuM
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– wELL DONE!”

MR STEvE SMITH  |  SMITHyS CONTRACTING
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Do you hold a belief that no matter what you post on social 
media (whether LinkedIn or Facebook) that it would be a private 
matter and not concerning your employer? you might be of 
that belief, however, the Fair work Commission has upheld an 
architectural companies position to dismiss an employee after 
it was found that he had attempted to approach his employer’s 
clients through the social media’s network, LinkedIn (so that he 
could promote and expand his own business).

A post on social media (LinkedIn or 
Facebook) – will it cost your job?
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Under the Fair Work Act a person has been unfairly dismissed, if

•	 the dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable and;

•	 was not consistent with the Small Business Fair Dismissal 
Code and/or 

•	 was not a case of genuine redundancy. 

If you believe you have been unfairly dismissed, you have 21 
days from the date of dismissal to lodge an application with Fair 
Work Australia. Remember that you must have completed their 
minimum period of employment and earn less than $129,300.00 
per year to be eligible. You are also covered if Modern Award 
covers your employment or applies to your agreement.

You cannot claim for Unfair Dismissal, if the dismissal was a 
genuine redundancy or consistent with the Small Business 
Fair Dismissal Code. Please note that the minimum period of 
employment is six months or 1 year, where the employer is a 
small business. A small business is a business that employs fewer 
than 15 employees including part time employees. In New South 
Wales, the national system includes all employers except most 
State Government and Local Government employees. You may 
not be covered if you are an independent contractor. 

The criteria for considering whether dismissal was harsh are 
contained in the Fair Work Act 2009 at Section 387. The Fair 
Work Commission takes into account, various issues such as 

a)  Whether there was a valid reason for dismissal relating to 
the person’s capacity and conduct;

b)  Whether the person was notified of that reason,

c)  Whether the person was given an opportunity to respond,

d)  Whether the person did or did not have a support person 
present to assist in any discussions relating to the 
dismissal.

e)  If the person had been warned about unsatisfactory 
performance

f)  Any other matter that the Commission considers relevant.

Once an application is lodged by the employee, the employer 
must file a response. The parties are then given an opportunity 
to mediate the dispute by way of a telephone conference with 
a conciliator from the Fair Work commission. If the telephone 
conference does not result in a settlement, the matter will be 
listed for a Hearing. 

The Hearing proceeds on a basis that the Employee will be 
seeking a remedy such as reinstatement or compensation. 
Reinstatement may not always be possible in the circumstances. 

You have rights as an employee which your employer may 
not be fully aware of. If you believe that you have been fairly 
dismissed and the dismissal occurred less than 21 days ago, 
please contact us for a confidential conference.

Relationships are complicated generally and when the 
Law becomes involved further complications arise. 
up until some years ago, the Law treated marital relations 
and de facto relations differently. Amendments to the 
Family Law Act gave exclusive jurisdiction to the Family 
Court and Federal Circuits Court to effectively treat 
de facto relationships on the same basis that marital 
relationships are being dealt with. At the time that these 
amendments were being contemplated, concern was 
voiced by many Practitioners as to the broad description 
of what constituted a de facto relationship. 

This issue was recently considered by the Family Court in a 
matter of Jonah & White. In this Application the Applicant sought 
a division of property from the Respondent claiming they were 
in a de facto relationship. The Court was asked to declare the 
existence of the de facto relationship which would give rise to the 
Applicant being able to make a claim against the Respondent for 
a division of property. Throughout the period of the relationship 
the Respondent was in fact married and the parties were 
effectively having “an affair”. Although the parties maintained 

separate homes and households, kept separate bank accounts 
and investments, the Applicant attempted to persuade the Court 
that a de facto relationship should be declared because of “the 
emotional communion” between the parties. The fact that the 
parties spent the night together on a regular basis, the Court 
found did not constitute they in fact were living together. 

In this particular instance the Applicant to the affair failed in 
persuading a Court that the relationship between her and the 
Respondent should be defined as a de facto one nevertheless 
the comments made by the Court suggested that had the 
financial arrangements between the parties been different, there 
was the possibility that the married Respondent might have had 
an obligation to divide property with his emotional partner.

Similar factual circumstances can also give rise to a claim 
being made against one party’s estate if in fact the Court finds 
the parties may have been involved in a relationship where they 
might have been living together and one party may have been 
financially dependent upon them.

The Law continues to invade the bedrooms of our society. 
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